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Dungeon quest spell power

View the original comments Common Spells can be thrown into battle, and provide different effects. These effects include damaging monsters with physical or damaging spells, healing players, luring monsters to the player, accelerating the player, and even cancelling monster attacks. Different spells will scale with different stats, being a spell of power, physical strength, very rare
endurance, or no scale at all. Unlike weapons and armor, spells will always have a fixed rarity. A common misconception is that enchants are spells, but enchants only for visual effects/aesthetics. The Spells Icon Name Name Feature Rarity received from Fireball Mage 1 explodes on impact, hitting enemies within its range, along with a small radius of explosives. Common Easy
Taunt Tank 1 causes all enemies nearby to focus on the user. Common Easy Blue Fireball Mag 1 Stronger version of the regular fireball, the case doubles the damage. Common EasyMediumHard Whirlwind Warrior 1 backs the user in a circle, hitting anything in the range of weapons. The Unusual EasyMediumHardInsane Atonement Healer 1 casts a healing circle around the
user, healing anyone inside. Unusual MediumHard Arcane Spray Mage 1 sprays poisonous gas for 6 seconds, causing damage to enemies nearby. The unusual HardInsane Battle Shout Warrior 1 doubles the user's physical damage within 8 seconds. The unusual Nightmare Poison Cloud Mage 1 causes a poisonous cloud in front of the user, which damages enemies in the range
every second. Rare HardInsaneNightmare Holy Barrier Tank 1 creates a sacred barrier around the user that blocks incoming damage. Rare HardInsane Lightning Strike Mage 1 Call Down a Fierce Series of Lightning Strikes in front of you. The Rare InsaneNightmare Holy Circle Healer 1 Causes a Healing Circle around the user, healing anyone inside. Epic Nightmare Innervate
Mage 1 doubles the power of the user's spell within 8 seconds. Epic Nightmare Icon Name Class Function Rarity, derived from Battle Shout Warrior 1, doubles the user's physical damage within 8 seconds. The unusual Easy Gale Slice Warrior 32 throws fast storms in front of the user, damaging enemies in the range. The unusual EasyMedium Rejuvenating Spray Healer 32
sprays cloud gas that heals players overtime for a few seconds. Unusual EasyMediumHard Ice Needles Mage 32 casting sharp needles out of thin air, sending them to the user. The unusual EasyMedium Taunting Aura Tank 39 forces all enemies in the aura range to focus on the user. The unusual MediumHardInsane Lightning Beam Mage 39 causes a purple lightning beam in
front of the user, damaging everything in its path. The unusual MediumHard Arcane Barrage Warrior 44 Is a more powerful version of the storm fragment, causes more damage and discards more storms. The HardInsane Fire Mage 44 bomb throws a huge meteorite bomb, causing huge damage to enemies within its range. Unusual HardInsane Aura Life Healer 49 Summons
Healing Circle Around the User, Healing Anyone Inside and Following the User Around Uncommon Uncommon Searing Beam Mage 49 has a user lava beam channel that will jant any enemy it touches. The unusual InsaneNightmare Ground Slam Warrior 54 has a user slamming the ground, creating a huge rock bed causing great damage to enemies by the Unusual Nightmare
Piercing Rain Magician 54 creates a storm cloud over the player who rains down the needles damaging all enemies in the range. The unusual Nightmare Innervate Mage 1 doubles the power of the user's spell within 8 seconds. Epic Easy Icon Title Class Feature Rarity Received from The Phantom Gun Barrage Mage 60 Calls Down Ghostbusters in front of the user. The Unusual
Mad Demonic Strike Warrior 60 strikes the area in front of the user with the demonic power of The Rare Mad Pulsefire Mage 62 Fast Fire Beams out of your hands. Rare InsaneNightmare Universal Healer Healing 62 allows the user to heal everyone in the party. Epic InsaneNightmare Guardian Call Tank 60 allows the user to tease all enemies and give the user a shield for 1/3 of
their maximum health. Epic Mad Enchanted Spinning Blades Warrior 64 Summons 2 rotating blades that hang all enemies around the user. Epic Nightmare Phantom Flames Mage 66 Causes a ghostly ball to burn the ground in front of the user. Epic Skull Nightmare Flames Mage 66 Causes a ghostly skull to burn the earth in front of the user. Epic Nightmare (formerly) No (now)
Icon Title Class Feature Rarity Received from Thunder Blast Magician 70 Causes Down a Powerful Lightning Explosion. The unusual Insane chain heal the healer 68 to heal a spell that jumps several times, starting with the user and jumping to any teammates close enough. Rare InsaneNightmare Glacier strikes Warrior 69 Thrust forward a group of several icicles, causing damage
to all enemies within reach. The rare Insane Guardian's Blessing Tank 70 gives the user and all the teammates around them a shield as strong as 20% of their maximum health in 3 seconds. Rare InsaneNightmare Void Beam Mage 73 Throws a beam that pulsates and damages all enemies in its path. The rare nightmare of Blade Throw Warrior 73 Throws The Holy Greatsword,
which will boomerang back to the starting place, causes damage twice. The epic Nightmare Electric Boom Magician 75 Summons electric ball, which zaps the area beneath it, causes serious damage. Epic Nightmare Icon Title Class Feature Rareness Received from Hell's Balls Magician 77 Fires a few balls ahead, a case of burning damage enemies have hit over time. The
unusual Insane Rending Slice Warrior 77 Slices forward in a crescent sweep and causes all enemies to hit bleed over time Rare Mad Spikes Mag 78 opens a demonic portal that will throw spikes forward and permanently damage enemies in the range of spikes. Rare Insane Ice Nova Mage 83 creates a circle around the user that damages all enemies within range Rare Nightmare
Hell Strike Warrior 83 has the user hit the ground and create an explosion of fire that will cause damage to fire over time for enemies in the blast range. The Epic Nightmare of the Ice Totem Totem 84 Challenge an ice totem that damages all enemies in the range. The Epic Nightmare Icon Title Class Rareness feature derived from the hand gun Mag 90 Fires powerful, yellow beam
from the user's hands. Makes 1 tick damage. The unusual Insane Earth Clap Mage 90 causes two rock-like walls that collide together to do a significant amount of damage. Makes 1 tick damage. Rare Mad Keeper Roar Tank 90 Roar taunt the effect on enemies from afar in order to agro them. The rare InsaneNightmare Ghostly Rampage Mage 93 Challenge is a rampming ghost
who slams down to the ground in front of the player. Rare Nightmare Enchanted Shuriken Magician 90 Charges magic, a shell shuriken that shoots toward enemies and then returns to you. Makes 2 tick damage. Epic Insane Lava Lash Warrior 90 Throw lava crescents that cause damage on the initial impact, followed by a delayed explosion. Epic Mad Berserk Warrior 90 quickly
slashes in front of your character position, hitting all the opposing forces in the range. The epic InsaneNightmare Illusion Blast Magician 93 Leave behind the illusion of yourself that explode after a short time, it explodes four times and also gives a slight pulse of speed. Epic Nightmare Flame Cyclone Warrior 93 Make your character go spinning, hitting all the enemies around and
while getting a temporary speed boost. Epic Nightmare Icon Title Class Function Rarity Received from Runic Strike Warrior 99 Creates a ball in front of you, which is then sliced and broken into shards that fly in front of you. The unusual Insane Earth Kick Mage 99 Kick up a piece of land, and kick it forward, harms enemies in the range. Unusual Mad Tsunami Magician 99 creates a
wave of water that travels in a straight line. The unusual Mad Electric Slash Warrior 99 fragment forward in a crescent sweep and causes all enemies to hit to take high damage for a short period of time. Rare Mad Icicles Barrage Mage 99 icicles fall from the sky and then explode into shards of ice. The Rare Mad Life Pulse Healer 99 sends a pulse that surrounds players caught in
the pulse with healing. Rare InsaneNightmare Blade Revolver Warrior 104 Shoot 6 swords ahead of 1 at a time, damaging all enemies on the way. Epic Nightmare Blade Storm Warrior 104 increases the speed of movement of players and forces a few green balls to rotate around the player, causing permanent damage. The epic Nightmare Forgotten Army Magician 104 creates a
rectangular zone where several humanoid figures dash forward, dealing quick damage. Epic Nightmare Vortex Mage 104 increases the speed of movement of players and creates a powerful vortex of air that follows the player, damaging all the nearest enemies. Epic Nightmare Icon Title Level function Rarity Received from Earth Spikes 109 Warrior launches earth spikes all
around you dealing damage to all nearby enemies. Unusual Insane Spirit Bomb 109 Magician Create Massive Energy Bomb Over You and him forward to explode. Unusual Mad Mighty Jump 109 Warrior Leap into the Air Is Collapsing and and damage and get a speed boost. Rare Mad Smite 109 Mag Smite all the enemies around you and get a speed boost. Rare Mad Pulse Ray
114 Warrior Shoot from an energy beam and blow his case damage again. Rare Nightmare Void Sphere 114 Magician Fast shoot voids of forward spheres damaging all enemies in range. Rare Nightmare Phantom Blades 114 Warrior Invocation two blades that rotate in an area damaged by all enemies inside. The Epic Nightmare Phantom Striker 114 Magician Challenge is a
ghost who shoots at the nearest enemy dealing with AoE damage. Epic Nightmare Icon Title Level Feature Rareness Received from Arrow Rain 119 Warrior Challenge Down Rain Arrows and Get Speed Boost. Rare Insane Star Barrage 119 Warrior Shoot forward 6 stars are damaging all enemies in front of you. Rare Mad Pulse Waves 119 Magician Fire several energy waves
outwards and get a speed increase. Rare Mad Starfall 119 Magician Call Down Stars crash into all nearby enemies. Rare Crazy Life Dash 119 Healer Get speed of movement and heal teammates all around you. Rare Mad Chain Energy Blasts 124 Warrior Smash Earth Creating Energy Explosions Forward. A rare nightmare overpays 124 Magicians to overpay all nearby enemies
forcing them to take damages over time. Rare Nightmare Triple Blade Throw 124 Warrior Throw 3 spinning blades that return soon deal damage twice. The epic nightmare of the chromatic rain 124 Magician Create chromatic rays around you dealing damage to all enemies within reach. Epic Nightmare Icon Title Level feature Rare Card Explosive Strike 130 Warrior Charge and
send a long and massive blow. Epic Inventor Map Inventor Orb Destruction 130 Magician Create a large ball that floats over you, sending beams to nearby enemies 4 times before exploding for higher damage. Epic Inventor Map Arrow Barrage 130 Warrior Call 5 Arrows and Run Them Forward. Epic Celestial Map Earth Stomp 130 Warrior Stomp Land creating a shock wave to
damage all nearby enemies. Epic Celestial Map Chain Lightning 130 Magician Brosit is a lightning-fast beam that chains from enemy to enemy. Epic Heavenly Map hellish Blast 130 Magician Challenge Hell Ball and run it forward. Epic Celestial Map Electric Grinder 130 Warrior Call of a Long Range Spinning Electric Cross. The epic Nature Map Twin Slash 130 Warrior Hit Your
Enemies with a Double Swing. An epic map of nature demonic curse 130 Magician Challenge demonic cursing seal that quickly damages over several ticks. The epic nature of the Map Molten Ball 130 Magician Challenge is a molten ball that spreads after the fall. The Epic Nature Map Icon Level Level Feature Rareness Received from Focus Ray 140 Warrior combines a few small
beams together to create a great powerful explosion. Epic Insane Mystery Matter 140 Mage Fires balls forward individually that explode when hitting the ground, damaging enemies in the area in front of the player. Epic mad explosive mine 145 Warrior throws mine forward, which explodes after a short delay, delay, enemies in the area in front of the player. Epic Nightmare Vortex
Grenade 145 Warrior Player creates a void of grenades and pushes it forward, blasting it into a fast and vicious cyclone damage on impact and enemy, Epic Nightmare Electric Field 145 Magician creates a ring of electric poles around the player, damaging enemies inside. Epic Energy Nightmare Orb 145 Magician shoots the ball forward damaging the enemies he hits. The Epic
Nightmare Icon Level Category feature Rareness Obtained from The Inner Fury 150 Warrior Provides a speed increase and increases physical damage by 80%. Epic Insane Molten Shards 150 Warrior launches several molten fragments forward, exploding soon after, causing damage to enemies in a long radius. Epic Insane Inner Focus 150 Mage provides a speed increase and
increases spell damage by 80%. The epic Insane Lava Beam Orb 150 Mage summons a large ball of lava over the player, which explodes soon after, sending devastating rays to all the surrounding enemies in a long radius. Epic Insane Blade Fall 155 Warrior causes a huge orange blade in front of the player, falling and doing a lot of damage. Epic Nightmare Lava Barrage 155
Warrior slices air twice, shooting 2 slices, with the finishing of the molten ball launched soon after which deals a combined damage slices in advance. The epic Nightmare Amethyst Blast 155 Magician Fires a long rectangular blast of amethyst in front of the player, damaging enemies caught up in the explosion. Epic Nightmare Lava Cage 155 Mage creates a rectangular cage in
front of the player, which then explodes quickly, causing 5 ticks damage. The epic nightmare of Advanced Inner Fury 150 Warrior Grants speed of movement increase and increases physical damage by 90%. The legendary Nightmare Advanced Inner Focus 150 Magician provides an increase in speed and increases spell damage by 90%. Legendary Nightmare Community
content is available in accordance with CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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